Design and application of a new rat-specific vacuum erectile device for penile rehabilitation research.
Radical prostatectomy has a potential negative impact on penile health. The vacuum erection device (VED) has been used to promote the recovery of penile function and to maintain penile length. However, there is skepticism in the urological community due to its elusive mechanisms in penile rehabilitation. To design a rat-specific VED and assess its application and safety. Based on rat penile measurement and the principle of human VED, the rat-specific VED was designed, and the application for rats was evaluated. The vacuum pressure of the rat-specific VED was measured. The VED application on rat penis and its side effects were studied. The rat-specific VED is a safe and applicable device to study the mechanism of VED in penile rehabilitation. The newly designed rat-specific VED is a good simulator of the human VED. The application of this device on bilateral cavernous nerve crush rat model will be used to study the mechanisms of the VED in the penile rehabilitation.